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We report on the observation of a fine structure in the photoluminescence emission of high-mobility GaAs/ 
AlGaAs single heterojunctions in the fractional quantum Hall regime. A splitting of the emission band into 
three lines is found both at filling factor v= 2l3 and in the region 2/5 > v >  1 /3. The dependencies on filling 
factor, electron density, and temperature show that the fine structure arises from the recombination of fraction
ally charged elementary excitations of the two-dimensional electron liquid and an itinerant valence-band hole.
These quasiparticle excitations (anyon excitons) exhibit a dispersion relation with an absolute minimum at 
large momentum, leading to a characteristic, broad emission band at the low-energy side of the photolumines
cence spectrum around v=1l 3.
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Electron-electron (e -e ) interactions in a two-dimensional 
electron gas (2DEG) under a strong m agnetic field (B) give 
rise to highly correlated electron states. These states form  the 
incom pressible quantum  liquid (IQL) (Refs. 1 and 2) under
lying the fractional quantum  Hall (FQH) effect.3,4 The el
em entary excitations of the IQL are quasielectrons (QEs) and 
quasiholes (QHs) w ith a fractional charge and a finite exci
tation energy .1,2,4 The existence of fractionally charged qua
siparticles has been dem onstrated first by m agnetotransport 
experim ents3,4 and later on by shot noise5 and cyclotron 
resonance6 m easurem ents. Anom alies in the photolum ines
cence (PL) of a 2DEG with photoexcited holes in the FQH 
regim e also evidence correlated electron states7- 12 although 
the physical nature of these anom alies is still not fully un
derstood.

The origin of the PL in the FQH regim e of 2D systems, 
such as quantum  wells (QWs) and heterojunctions (HJs), de
pends strongly on the relative strength of the e-e  and 
electron-hole (e-h) interactions.13- 18 In most QW  systems 
studied, the distance d  between the electron and hole con
finement layers is small, and the strength of the e-e and e-h  
interactions is com parable. In this case the electron correla
tions are strongly affected by the photoinjected valence-band 
holes, and the PL emission arises from  neutral and charged 
excitons, rather than from  the correlated 2DEG itself.11,18 
This has led to a w ide variety of PL features: at low electron 
densities (ne <  1011 cm -3) the distinct PL peaks arise from 
neutral and charged excitons that can be regarded as isolated 
from  the 2D EG .11 A t higher ne, the (charged) excitons inter
act with fractionally charged 2DEG excitations. In most 
cases this leads to doublets in the PL spectra and to discon
tinuities in the PL peak energy at fractional filling factors v 
= 2 m iel2B (Refs. 7 and 12) (lB = Vh l eB  is the m agnetic length, 
e the electron charge, and h P lanck’s constant).

In this Rapid Com m unication we study a different type of 
2D system: single GaAs/AlGaAs HJs in which the e-e cor
relations are probed optically by radiative recom bination of 
the 2DEG with itinerant valence holes (2De-h PL). The in
ternal electric field in the HJ results in a large e-h  separation

and, therefore, a m uch weaker e-h  interaction. 2D e-h PL 
measurem ents in HJs in the FQ H  regim e are scarce, and 
lim ited to the detection of PL anom alies at integer filling 
factors8,19- 22 and to the observation of a doublet structure at 
v = 2 l3 .8 Theoretically, a m ultiple PL line structure (with 
m ore than two peaks) is predicted when d  >  lB arising from 
the radiative recom bination of a photoexcited valence hole 
with several fractionally charged excitations of the 
2D EG .14- 16

We report on the observation of a triplet fine structure in 
the PL spectra around both v = 2 l 3 and v = 1 l 3. W ith increas
ing magnetic field (at 2 15 >  v >  113) a weak, broad PL line 
emerges at low photon energy, and it increases in intensity 
with decreasing tem perature and increasing magnetic field 
(increasing d l lB ratio). We attribute this new line to indirect 
recom bination of an anyon exciton w hose dispersion exhibits 
an absolute “m agnetoroton” m inim um  at finite momentum 
k ~  1 1lB for large e-h  separation (d l lB>  1 ) . 13

We have studied several high-m obility 
( ß >  5 X 106 cm 21 V s )  GaAs/AlGaAs single HJs having 
electron densities in the range of ne = (1 .4 -2 .7 ) X 1011 cm -2. 
The samples w ere grown by m olecular-beam  epitaxy along 
the (100) direction and have a thick GaAs buffer layer (width 
of 1 ^ m ). The n-doped 8  layer is separated from  the inter
face by a wide (> 8 0  nm) undoped AlGaAs layer. Polarized 
PL spectra w ere m easured at tem peratures TL=0.4  and 1.2 K 
in m agnetic fields B  up to 33 T  in Faraday configuration. The 
sample was illum inated by a Ti:Sapphire laser tuned below 
the AlGaAs barrier w ith low power density ( < 5  m W lc m 2). 
Left (o - ) and right (o+) circularly polarized PL was collected 
using optical fibers and circular polarizers. The spectra were 
dispersed by a single grating spectrom eter and recorded with 
a liquid-nitrogen cooled charge-coupled-device cam era (0.1 
meV resolution).

The HJs studied all show a sim ilar PL evolution w ith v . 
F igure 1 displays the polarized PL of a HJ with 
ne = 2.7 X 1011 cm -2  in magnetic fields B  = 0 - 3 2  T. A t B  = 0 
only PL from  bulk excitons in the wide GaAs layer is ob
served around 1.515 eV.23 W ith increasing B, the energy of 
the bulk excitons shows a diam agnetic shift and the intensity
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Contour plot of the polarized emission 
spectra of a single HJ (ne = 2.7 X 1011 cm-2) at TL=0.4 K in mag
netic fields up to 32 T. The false color scale indicates the intensity 
of the emission.

in o+ polarization increases, while the intensity in o -  polar
ization decreases. We have observed sim ilar behavior in a 
pure, bulk GaAs reference sample.

A t v = 2, the excitonic emission abruptly transfers its in
tensity to the radiative recom bination of the 2 D EG with va
lence holes (2D e-h PL) in the o -  polarization, and the PL 
peak energy jum ps down to the energy of the optical transi
tion between the lowest Landau levels o f the 2D electrons 
and valence holes .19- 22 This abrupt transition from bulk ex- 
citon to 2D e-h PL was phenom enologically explained by the 
dissociation of free excitons into electrons and itinerant va
lence holes near the 2 D EG at integer v , especially at 
v <  2 .21,22

A t v= 1, the 2D e-h PL peak energy exhibits a sharp 
discontinuity .19,22,24 Experim ents w ith HJs of various densi
ties show that the interplay between hole repulsion (due to 
the built-in HJ electric field) and hole attraction to the 2DEG 
(that depends on the 2DEG screening properties in magnetic 
field) controls the exciton to 2D e-h  PL changeover at integer 
v . Here, we use the sharp discontinuity of the 2D e-h  PL 
energy at v = 1 to determ ine the 2DEG density, which closely 
equals that obtained from transport measurements.

The behavior at integer v  points out that the 2D e-h em is
sion in our high-quality HJs originates from  2DEG electrons 
and itinerant valence holes , w ithout any noticeable effect of 
disorder.21,22 In the following we will focus on the PL fea
tures appearing at v <  1. In the range 1 > v >  0.68, the PL 
spectrum  consists o f a single narrow line (0.2 meV line- 
width) w hose energy shifts nearly linearly with increasing B . 
A t fractional filling factors v = 2 l3 and 2 15 > v >  113 a fine 
structure emerges in the PL spectrum. Figure 2(a) shows the 
PL spectra of a HJ sample with ne=2.2  X 1011 cm -2. Around 
v = 2 l3 (B =13.7  T), the narrow PL line abruptly splits into 
three lines, with intensity transferring to the lowest-energy 
line. A t higher B , the three PL lines merge gradually into a 
single line which is slightly broader than 0.2 meV. The en
ergy and width of the lines in the vicinity of v = 2 l 3 are 
obtained by fitting the PL spectra with three Lorentzians as 
shown in Fig. 2(b). We find that the three peaks are nearly
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FIG. 2. PL of a 2DEG (ne = 2 .2X 1011 cm-2) around v= 2 l3 at 
0.4 K in o - polarization. (a) The spectra for B =13.3-14.3 T mea
sured with 0.02 T step. (b) PL spectra fitted with three Lorentzian 
peaks.

equidistant w ith an energy separation of 0.15 meV and a 
width of 0.2 meV. N ote that this observation of three peaks at 
v = 2 l 3 differs from previous PL experiments on a similar HJ 
sam ple,8 where only two peaks w ere resolved.

A t higher B  corresponding to v <  112, a different spectral 
structure emerges in the PL spectra, displayed in Fig. 3(a) 
for two HJs with n e= 2.7  X 1 0 11 cm -2  (left panel) and 
ne = 1 .9  X 1011 cm -2  (right panel). F igure 3(b) shows the PL 
peak positions for the former HJ with a linear energy sub
tracted (~ 0 .7 9  m eV lT ) in order to highlight the energy 
splittings. As B  increases from v = 2 l5, first the intensity of 
the 2D e-h PL peak [full circles in Fig. 3(b)] decreases and is 
transferred to a new  low energy, rather w eak and broad PL 
band (triangles). W hen B  is increased further, the main 
2D e-h  PL peak splits into a doublet with a maximal splitting 
A2 = 0.4 meV at 30.5 T. This doublet gains intensity from  the 
lowest PL peak which is located at approxim ately 
A 1 = 1.2 meV below  the doublet center. A t v <  113, the dou
blet structure of the peak abruptly disappears, together with 
the low-energy PL band. We note that in some HJ samples 
the electron density slightly decreases at high B  (below 
v = 1 l 2).25 The PL anom alies corresponding to specific filling 
factors (e.g., v = 2 l5 and 1/3) are, therefore, observed at 
lower B  values than expected from  the nominal electron 
density.

The emission of the bulk GaAs excitons [the highest pho
ton energy peak in Fig. 3(b), squares] does not show any 
anomalous behavior, which strongly suggests that the ob
served features in the 2D e-h  PL are evidence of FQH states. 
This is supported by the fact that we only observe the PL 
structure at low temperatures (0.4 K). A t TL = 1 .2  K  [cf. Fig. 
4(b)], the 2D e-h PL does not show any anom alies and con
sists o f a single peak. M ost importantly, the broad PL band at 
low energy increases in intensity with decreasing TL, oppo
site to the behavior reported before for PL doublets in
Q W s .7,12

Figure 4(a) shows PL spectra o f three HJs containing 
2DEGs with different densities taken in the region between 
v = 2 l 5 and v = 1 l 3 where the observed doublet splitting is 
maximal. The dashed lines are a guide to the eye to indicate
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FIG. 3. (a) PL of two HJs (ne = 2.7 X1011 cm-2 and 
ne = 1 .9X 1011 cm-2) between v = 2 /5 and v= 1 /3 at TL=0.4 K. 
The dashed lines are a guide to the eye to indicate the new spectral 
features at fractional filling factors. (b) Energy difference between 
the transitions with respect to the center of the doublet peak (i.e., a 
linear energy subtracted) for the HJ with ne = 2.7 X 1011 cm-2. The 
size of the symbols represents the amplitude of the transitions. For 
visibility the symbols are rescaled to the maximum of each 
transition.

the splittings. The splitting increases with increasing electron 
density and with the m agnetic field. The inset o f Fig. 4(a) 
shows the peak energies as function of 1 / lB. W ithin the ex
perim ental accuracy, both the doublet splitting and the split
ting between the doublet and the additional peak are in
versely proportional to the m agnetic length.

G iven the fact that we observed the PL  fine structure in all 
our high-m obility HJs we identify it as the intrinsic optical 
response of a 2D EG  in the FQ H  regim e, probed by a photo
excited hole at a distance larger than the m agnetic length 
(d >  lB). This fine structure consists of triplets, as opposed to 
a doublet PL structure observed previously ,7,8,12 and which 
w ere the subject o f numerous theoretical investigations,13- 18 
m ostly perform ed around v =1 /  3.

Apalkov and Rashba13 have first explained the doublet PL 
structure by identifying two recom bination channels of 
anyon excitons: a direct recom bination at k  — 0 and an indi
rect (shake-up) recom bination from  the m agnetoroton m ini
m um  at k  ~  1 / lB that develops due to a m odification of the 
anyon-exciton dispersion by the IQL. This picture seems to 
be an appropriate explanation for the two far-separated bands 
visible in our PL spectra at 2 /5  > v >  1 /3 . We assign the 
low-energy PL band to the indirect m agnetoplasm on-assisted 
transitions that arise from  an extensive area of k  space 
(near k  ~  1 / lB) leading to a relatively weak and broad PL  
line having an energy below the k = 0  exciton PL peak. The

PL energy (eV)

FIG. 4. (a) Spectra in the region between v = 2 /5 and 
v = 1 /3 at 0.4 K for three samples with electron densities 
ne = (1.4-2.7) X 1011 cm-2. The dashed lines are a guide to the eye 
to indicate the peak positions. Inset: doublet splitting (circles) A2 
and energy difference between the doublet and the additional peak 
(squares) Aj as function of 1 / lB for the three different samples. The 
lines are a linear fit to the data with a slope of 8.1 ± 0.6 meV nm 
and 2.0 ±  0.2 meV nm, respectively. (b) Spectra at 0.4 and 1.2 K 
for the HJ sample with ne = 2.7 X 1011 cm-2.

energy splitting A 1 between these lines scales with the in 
verse m agnetic length [Fig. 4(a)], as expected since the C ou
lomb energy in the FQH regim e is proportional with e2 / lB. 
The low-energy line gains intensity with decreasing tem pera
tures, opposite to the tem perature dependence of the doublets 
in the PL of Q W s .7,12 Our experim ental findings are therefore 
consistent w ith the theoretical prediction that for d >  lB the 
anyon-exciton dispersion develops an absolute magnetoroton 
m inim um  at finite m om entum  k  ~  1 / lB. Then, the com peti
tion of the direct and indirect (shake-up) channels gives rise 
to a spectrum  consisting of bright, narrow (k — 0 ) and weak, 
broad (k ~  1 / lB) PL lines with the latter becom ing broader 
and m ore intense with increasing d / lB or lowering  TL .13

Let us now discuss the second im portant feature of the PL 
fine structure at fractional v , namely, the splitting of the main 
PL line into a doublet at v = 1 /3 (around 30 T in Fig. 3) and 
a triplet at v = 2 /3 (around 13.6 T in Fig. 2) . We associate 
those splittings into two or three narrow  PL lines with the 
m ultiple-branch structure of the anyon exciton at k = 0  that is 
due to internal degrees of freedom of QEs constituting the 
anyon exciton .14

Alternatively, M acDonald et a l.15 and Chen et a l.16 sug
gested that a m ultiple PL spectrum  in the FQH regim e can 
arise from recom bination of valence holes with the different 
excitations of the IQL. The hole can recom bine via annihila
tion of n QEs and creation of ( 3 -n )  QHs within the conden
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sate: hQEn^  ( 3 -n )Q H + pho ton , with n = 0 , 1, 2, or 3. In this 
model the energy separation between the m ultiple PL lines is 
the energy needed to create a QE-QH pair. N ote that in both 
theoretical descriptions v = 1 / 3 and v = 2 / 3 are equivalent, in 
contrast to our experim ental data. W ithout a dedicated calcu
lation it is, however, difficult to obtain a definite identifica
tion of the transitions within the PL fine structure and we 
anticipate that our results will stim ulate additional theoretical 
efforts to further unravel the optical properties o f correlated 
electron liquids.

In summary, we have shown that the radiative recom bina
tion of 2D electrons with itinerant photoexcited holes in 
single HJs in the FQH regim e leads to rem arkable anomalies

BLOKLAND et al.

in the photolum inescence spectra. A  characteristic splitting 
of the em ission band into three lines was found at filling 
factor v = 2 /3 and in the region 2 / 5 > v >  1 /3 . The broad, 
lowest-energy line in the emission between v = 2 /5  and 
v=1 / 3 is tentatively attributed to indirect m agnetoroton- 
assisted transitions from the ground state o f the photoexcited 
FQH system .13
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